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STYLISH VERSATILITY TO SUIT YOUR EVERY NEED.

T3OOO.
THE AFFORDABLE COMPACT ANSWER
Designed to meet the needs of agricultural,
horticultural, groundcare and municipal user, the
New Holland Series T3000 compact tractor range
combines rugged build and ease of operation with
modern ergonomics, advanced styling and excellent
operator comfort.

A CHOICE TO SUIT EVERY BUDGET
Three T3000 models are available,
the T3020, T3030 and T3040.
All offer established New Holland
performance features that include 4WD
with an outstanding 55 degree turn angle,
a two-speed 540/540 Economy PTO
and a generous 1200kg rear linkage lift
capacity. A 16x16 Synchro Shuttle™
transmission (with Creeper) is standard,
offering operating speeds down to 250m/h.

COMFORT COMES AS STANDARD
The operator platform, or cab where specified,
is mounted on tuned rubber isolation blocks to
reduce heat and vibration reaching the driver.
Combined with the standard high comfort seat,
this feature makes T3000 tractors among the
most comfortable models in their class.
All round visibility is excellent.
A forward mounted ROPS frame is fitted to
platform models, while cabbed versions benefit
from wide, fully glazed doors and large windows.

ADVANCED DESIGN
The under hood muffler and air intake ensure visibility
over the sloping hood is unrestricted. The ROPS frame
can be completely lowered so that it does not impair
forward visibility. This is not only important to customers
specifying a front linkage and PTO system, but also to
those working in orchards or vineyards where the smooth
tractor profile reduces the chance of crop damage.
Even the direction indicators fold back out of the way.
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ENGINES

ADVANCED, AFFORDABLE
AND VERSATILE.

CLEAN, QUIET AND POWERFUL
The T3020 and T3030 have liquid cooled 1995
and 2189cc four-cylinder engines producing
43.5 and 47.7hp(CV) maximum and 129
and 141Nm of torque 1400 and 1200rpm
respectively. The T3040 model features a
1995cc four-cylinder turbocharged 16-valve
engine developing 54.4hp(CV) maximum
and 159.5Nm of torque at 2000rpm.
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BEAUTIFULLY HARD WORKING
The smooth and stylish lines of
Series T3000 tractors go beyond good
looks. The rounded fenders offer the
operator a clear and uninterrupted
view to the rear. The sloping engine
hood provides a clear view to the
front and sides. Of equal importance,
T3000 tractors can gently brush past
high value trees and fruit crops,
reducing the chance of damage.

ECONOMICAL TO RUN

EASY TO LOOK AFTER

Despite offering advanced
features and a modern design,
Series T3000 tractors are built to
meet the needs of users looking
for a tractor with low whole life
operating costs.
This is achieved by ensuring only
the highest quality components
are used in the production of
these outstanding tractors.

New Holland has made Series T3000 models
simple to maintain. The one-piece engine hood
opens to provide full access to the engine and
major service components, so all daily checks
can be carried out quickly. The engines in all
models have a 250 hour or 12 month service
interval, with a more comprehensive service
only being required every 1000 hours.
All routine maintenance, such as checking
and cleaning the air filter, can be carried
out without tools.
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TRANSMISSION, PTO AND HYDRAULICS

COMPACT SIZE, BIG SPECIFICATION.
FLEXIBLE TRANSMISSION FOR EVERY NEED
New Holland has researched customer requirements to help ensure that the 16x16 Synchro Shuttle™
transmission (with Creeper) offers a working speed to match all applications, with four ratios in each of the
four working ranges. This enables operations such as specialist planting or intensive low speed cultivation,
to be carried out at forward speeds as low as 250m/hr, along with less demanding direction changes
thanks to the fully synchronised forward-reverse shuttle. Fully locking differentials are fitted in both axles.

VERSATILE PTO
WITH ECONOMY SETTING
All models are fitted with 540,
540 economy and Groundspeed
PTO as standard. A 1000rpm front
PTO is also available. In low power
applications, the 540 economy speed
enables the operator to run the tractor
at a lower engine speed to reduce fuel
consumption. This means that these
compact and versatile tractors can
operate a wide range of equipment
economically.

HIGH CAPACITY HYDRAULICS
WITH POWER TO SPARE
Delivering a genuine 28 litres/min
hydraulic flow rate, with a dedicated
19.7 litres/min for the power steering
and ancillary circuits, Series T3000
tractors have ample capacity to
handle the most power hungry
attachments, including loaders and
backhoes. Two remote valves are
fitted as standard and a third is
available. The rear Cat I three-point
linkage has 1200kg lift capacity.
A Cat I N front linkage, offering
400kg lift capacity, can be specified.

TURN TIGHTER FOR
GREATER PRODUCTIVITY
New Holland tractors are recognised as
offering class-leading manoeuvrability.
Series T3000 is no exception. Fitted
with high clearance portal front axles,
without the restriction of a traditional CV
drive coupling, the front wheels
turn through a massive 55 degrees.
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CAB AND COMFORT

IT IS THE DESIGN THAT MAKES T3OOO
SUCH GREAT VALUE.

CLASS LEADING ERGONOMICS
All Series T3000 models benefit from carefully
designed controls. Both the seat and steering
wheel adjust to suit the driver, helping to reduce
fatigue. Where ease of operation is a priority,
Series T3000 tractors are the models to choose.

PUTTING THE OPERATOR
AT THE CENTRE OF OPERATIONS
Both platform and cabbed Series T3000
tractors benefit from operator focused
design. The stylish bonnet slopes to
provide excellent forward visibility.
Where fitted, the ROPS frame is
positioned ahead of the driver to
optimise the view to the sides.

STYLE AND COMFORT IN ANY CLIMATE
In conditions where the year round comfort of a cab
is required, Series T3000 offers wide, fully-glazed doors
combined with the low platform to provide easy access.
The cab is mounted on tuned rubber isolation blocks
to optimise operator comfort.

BIG TRACTOR FEATURES
AND COMFORT
The spacious cab is fully
glazed to offer 360° visibility.
Finished in high quality materials,
the cab is radio ready, has front
and rear wipers with integral screen
wash and four additional work lights.

A CAB FOR ALL SEASONS
Warmth in winter is assured by the
high output heating system, whilst in
summer the cab can be cooled by the
three-speed blower. Full cab ventilation
can be achieved by opening the front
and rear windows. Air conditioning is
available as an option on all models.
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BEYOND THE PRODUCT

QUALIFIED DEALER
TECHNICIANS GIVE YOU
THE MOST PROFESSIONAL
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
A dealer technician certification
programme helps ensure customers
get the professional technical support
they expect every time. To support this
programme New Holland has created
an online tool to train and develop the
knowledge and skills of all technicians
at New Holland dealerships. This online
tool enables the technicians to build
on the training received during
workshops at New Holland’s Training
Centres and constantly update
and develop their kno.

WE UNDERSTAND YOUR BUSINESS,
WE TAILOR YOUR FINANCE
TO YOUR NEEDS

SERVICE PLUS
LONG LASTING
CONFIDENCE

CNH Capital, the financial services
company of New Holland, has thorough
knowledge of the agricultural industry.
Every customer is unique, with specific
equipment and financial needs.
That’s why we extend customer service
to include tailor-made financial packages.
New Holland Dealers and CNH Capital
specialists work together to offer you the
most advanced agricultural equipment
coupled with a flexible and innovative
financing solution. With CNH Capital,
you have the peace of mind that
comes from dealing with a financing
company that specialises in agriculture.

Service Plus coverage from
Covéa Fleet provides owners
of New Holland agricultural
machinery with additional cover
on the expiry of the manufacturer’s
contractual warranty. Please ask
your dealer for more details.
Subject to status and availability.
Terms and conditions apply.
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MODELS

T3O2O

T3O3O

T3O4O

Engine
No. of cylinders / Capacity / Valves / Emissions level
Aspiration
Max power ISO TR14396 - 2000/25/EC
Rated engine speed
Maximum torque ECE R24
Cooling method
Fuel tank capacity
Engine service intervals
Transmission
16x16 Synchro Shuttle™ transmission (with Creeper)
Minimum speed
Maximum speed
Front axle
Four wheel drive (4WD)
Wheel turn angle
Independent steering pump (19.7Lpm)
Turn radius 4WD
Mechanical 4WD engagement
Electro-hydraulic differential lock
Rear hydraulic lift & PTO system
Standard pump flow
Mechanical draft control
Rear lift capacity at ball ends
Category 1 linkage
Max rear remotes
Rear PTO 540 / 540E / Groundspeed
Front hydraulic lift & PTO system
Front lift capacity at hook ends
Front hydraulic lift (Category 1)
Fixed type link ends
Front PTO 1000rpm
Operator’s environment
Rubber “silent blocks”
Deluxe seat (ONLY cab version)
Suspended platform (with ROPS)
Cab
Heating and ventilation system (Cab version)
Air conditioning
Opening front and rear screens
Dimensions and weights
A - Wheelbase
B - Front wheel track settings
C - Rear wheel track settings
D - Minimum overall width
E - Minimum overall height - ROPS
E - Minimum overall height - Cab
F - Length with ballast
Weight - ROPS
Weight - Cab

Yanmar
4 / 1995 / 2 / Tier III
Natural
31.9/43.5
2800
129@1400
Liquid
40
250

Yanmar
4 / 2189 / 2 / Tier III
Natural
35/47.7
2800
141@1200
Liquid
40
250

Yanmar
4 / 1995 / 4 / Tier III
Turbocharged
39.9/54.3
2800
159.5@2000
Liquid
40
250
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250
30

250
30

*Conditions Apply

● Standard

O Optional

(cm3)
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●
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●
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●

●

●
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●
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●
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1700
1107 / 1357
1032 / 1262
1380
1930
2140
3300
1460
1610

1700
1107 / 1357
1032 / 1262
1380
1930
2140
3300
1460
1610

1760
1107 / 1357
1032 / 1262
1380
1930
2140
3360
1480
1630

– Not Available
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NEW HOLLAND TOP SERVICE:
CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND CUSTOMER INFORMATION

TOP AVAILABILITY.

TOP SPEED.

TOP PRIORITY.

TOP SATISFACTION.

If you need information,
or have an out of hours
question, ring our toll-free
number*. All day, every
day, we are just a call away.

Express parts delivery:
when you need it,
where you need it!

Fast-track solution during
the season: because
your harvest can’t wait!

We drive and track
the solution you need,
keeping you informed:
until you are
100% satisfied!

* Calls to the Top Service team are free from landlines
in the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland.
UK-based mobile calls are also free, but Republic
of Ireland mobile users should call 01 2421881 and
this will be charged at your standard network rate.

lubricants

For more details, ask your New Holland dealer!

New Holland prefers

AT YOUR OWN DEALER

Visit our web site for UK: www.newholland.com/uk - for ROI: www.newholland.com/ie

ASK FOR A
TEST DRIVE!

The data indicated in this folder are approximate. The models described here can be subjected to modifications without any notice by the
manufacturer. The drawings and photos may refer to equipment that is either optional or intended for other countries. Please apply to our Sales
Network for any further information. Published by New Holland Brand Communications. Bts Adv. - 90010/INB - Printed in Italy - 07/09 - TP01 - (Turin)

